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NEW
PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

Turnstyle Designs – Blacker than Black

Home spa
experiences, by
BAGNOSPA

With the top trend for 2018 reported to be
creating at home spa experiences, the
BAGNOSPA range offers many modern, modular
designs to create an at home haven. Whether it
be creating a personalised combination of
chromatherapy or hydrotherapy discs with mist,
rain, waterfall and rain settings, or opting for the
recessed, fully lit shower head complete with
dimmable range of 60 colours of light, the
BAGNOSPA range offers a solution for every at
home spa.
Covering all price points within the market,
BAGNODESIGN have also launched a the sister
brand, Aquaeco. Already a huge success in the
Middle East, Aquaeco extends the brassware
offering with commercial ranges of mixers,
showers and accessories. An excellent solution for
many projects which include up to a ten year
guarantee, infrared mixers and price competitive
products throughout.
u 01924 233977

u www.sanipexgroup.co.uk

Turnstyle Designs
have developed a
beautiful and very
contemporary
new plated finish,
Matt Black
Chrome. A series
of closely guarded
processes
produce an
incredibly solid,
deep, matt black
finish that is now
available on all
Turnstyles brass
parts and it is
made to order.
Black finishing
has grown and grown in popularity across many
products in the design industry, from faucets to
lighting and by popular demand from clients
Turnstyle have now introduced the finish to all
their collections. The finish is incredibly durable,

suitable for interior or exterior applications on
door levers and cabinet handles.
u 0203 489 1040
u www.turnstyledesigns.com

Virtual Worlds launches one price

Virtual Worlds is ensuring the
price is right with its pricing
product for the KBB Industry,
Virtual Worlds One Price.
One Price has been
developed to save time and
increase efficiency for KBB
retailers by making it easy to
create designs and see the
related price or quote,
without needing to input the
data into a second piece of
software.
Extending beyond just the design of a
product, Virtual Worlds One Price allows
showrooms to instantly produce quotes, proforma invoices and purchase orders using simple,
customisable templates. Retailers can manage
them from any device, wherever they are,
through the cloud.
Virtual Worlds’ unique cataloguing convention
means that individual parts of a single item can be
amended and automatically dealt with, ensuring

the quote remains accurate, even when the item
being specified is altered.
With a wide range of products available
through Virtual Worlds’ expansive catalogues,
customers can fully assess the options available to
see which one suits them both aesthetically and
financially before they commit to a project.
For more information please visit the website.
u 01908 663848

u www.virtualworlds.co.uk

KWC’s precision-crafted ERA sink and tap range

With craftsmanship that perfectly combines form and
function, KWC’s new ERA range of three sinks and
four taps is aimed squarely at consumers who demand
nothing less than absolute high-end design.
Available now, ERA sinks are very minimalistic in
design with sleek proportions and a high precision look,
featuring an ultra-thin 4.5mm rim which offers a unique
‘in-top’ installation method, an innovative invisible ghost
overflow and bevelled square waste cover.
The rim is highly polished to provide a glossy finish
that contrasts with the bowl and this refined design
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detail is reflected in the soap dispenser and pushbutton pop-up waste.
Elegant ERA accessories include a teak and stainless
steel strainer bowl, a solid teak chopping board and
Rollamat for optimum functionality.
Complementing the sinks are four taps styles in a Jspout, Gravity spout, L-spout and Pull-down spray with
separate lever mixers. The taps have the smallest spout
diameter currently on the market.
u 0161 436 6280

u www.kwctaps.co.uk

